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Illinois AFL-CIO Reaffirms Its Commitment To Fight Systemic Racism     

 At the 44th Biennial Constitutional Convention of the Illinois AFL-CIO on July 28, 2020, the 

delegates elected Tim Drea to be president and Pat Devaney to be Secretary-Treasurer.  A full slate of 

vice presidents were also elected.  

Among the issues to come before the delegates was Resolution No.1, a most important  

commitment to the fight for racial justice. A copy of this resolution is attached. This resolution notes the 

preamble to the Federation’s constitution which resolves to “vanquish oppression, privation and cruelty in 

all their forms.”  The resolution also quoted from Dr. Martin Luther King’s speech to the delegates at the 

Federation’s 1965 convention: “It is not a coincidence that the Labor Movement and the Civil Rights 

Movement have the same essential origins. Each is a movement that grew out of burning needs of an 

oppressed poor for security and equality.  Each was denied justice by dominant forces of society and had 

to win a place in the sun by its own intense struggle and indescribable self-sacrifice.” 

 The delegates last month voted to resolve that the Illinois AFL-CIO will work to “assist all affiliates 

in dismantling all forms of bias in our unions, building solidarity, and raising awareness of how racism and 

other forms of bigotry have been used to weaken unity, limit power and damage efforts to advance an 

agenda that helps all working people and their families.” 

 As labor lawyers, we are very proud to be involved in this movement. 
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U.S. News & Report’s Best Law Firms Designation is for  
Chicago Tier 1 rankings in Employment Law (Individuals), Labor  

Law (Union), and Litigation (Labor and Employment) and a  
National Tier 2 ranking in Litigation (Labor and Employment). 

    
                                                                       

 






